The Betty, Galley, Captain Doulman from Jamaica bound to St Kitt's are taken and carried into Martinico.

The Duke of Cumberland, Nevin and the Sarah, Kept from North Carolina bound to St Kitt's are taken and carried in to St Augustine.

The Duke Schooner, Montpellier from Cowes to Carolina is taken and carried in to St Augustine.

A mixed party of Indians from all the Nations gathered at the head of the Ohio. Have engaged in hostilities with the French.

The Julius Caesar, Sparrow from London to Carolina was taken and sunk by a Spanish Man o War called the Reine of 74 guns who has carried the crew to Cadiz.

Sailed from Stromness the Magdalen, Mackenzie for Carolina.

The Charming Nancy, Gould from South Carolina...and we have pleasure to acquaint the public that there is on board her £26,000 weight of indigo, the produce of Carolina, a quantity much larger than has hitherto been brought at one time.

By letters from Providence this morning by way of Carolina is advice that four of the French outward bound fleet are taken and carried into that island by the privateers there.

The Betty, Gally Captain Doulman from Jamaica and the Resolution, Captain Hill from Carolina both for London were taken by a French Letter of Marque ship. The former is sent for France and the other ransomed.

We have an account that the John and William, bound from Cape Fare to Bristol was lately taken by a French privateer but was lost before she reached her port.

The Grand Alexander, privateer from Carolina is arrived at Bristol and has taken 2 French ships bound to Martinico one of which is arrived in Carrick Road.

They write from Boston re a fire in the court house which destroyed most of the public records there.

A Dutch ship... is taken by a privateer belonging to Jamaica... other prizes mentioned seen heading for Carolina as they could...
not get through the Gulf.
Also news of the taking of a New York bound ship off the bar of South Carolina.

Mon Apr 25 1748  p1  Boston Dec 15
Full account of the court house fire.

Mon May 30 1748  p2  Ship News
The Elizabeth, ---, from Carolina was taken but ransomed for 220 guineas.

Mon Jun 6 1748  p3  Ship News
The Martha, Jackson from London to Carolina is taken by the French and carried into Guardelope.

Mon Jun 13 1748  p2  Ship News
They write from New England that 3 of the enemy's privateers have taken near 20 ships or vessels belonging to the North American colonies; also a ship of 350 tons belonging to North Carolina.

Also the Success, Alleyn from Cape Fare to Montserrat is taken by a Spanish privateer.

Mon Jun 20 1748  p3  Ship News
The following ships are taken off Carolina by enemy privateers: The Thistle, Aitkins from Boston to Carolina;
The Elizabeth, Hartom from Carolina to Antigua but being a flag of truce, is since relieved;
The Mercury, Colock from Providence to Carolina, ransomed for £150.00;
A Schooner from Providence to Carolina;
A Sloop, Link, from Carolina to Fredericka;
Carolina, Horreth from Lisbon to Carolina ransomed for 1000 pieces of eight;
Nancy, Young, Bristol to Carolina taken in sight of the town.

Mon Jul 4 1748  p2
Hostilities to cease in the latitude of Cape St Vincent. Boundaries up the east coast of America are to be delineated, but the whole coasts of Carolina, Georgia, Florida and the West Indies are open to privateering.

Mon Jul 18 1748  p3  London
The Britannia, Gainsford from Carolina is taken by a French privateer and carried into France.

Mon Aug 15 1748  p2  Ship News
We hear that the King's Fisher, Brentford from Liverpool to Carolina was taken by a Spanish privateer on the 5th instant, 125 leagues to the westward of Cape Clear.

Mon Aug 22 1748  p3  From the Maryland Gazette
Arrival of prisoners and shipping activity at Philadelphia.

Mon Aug 29 1748  p3  Extract of a letter from on board the Little Mally of Glasgow, 17th Jul bound for Virginia.
Mention of privateering activity and transfer of prisoners — John Jump master of the Sea Flower, brig from North Carolina to Liverpool.

Mon Sept 19 1748 p3 Ship News
The Chancellor, Alcock to New York from North Carolina and... are taken. The people are since arrived at Philadelphia.

Mon Oct 24 1748 p1
Some details on the extent of Negro slave trade. An agreement between Spain and Britain re slave collection on the Guinea coast. No direct reference to America.

p2 London We hear that George Whitmore will be appointed Governor of South Carolina.

p2 Also: A bill to be brought to the House of Commons in the next session allowing soldiers and seamen with a certain number of years' service to settle in Nova Scotia and other American states, to which they will be transported and maintained for one year at public expense.

Mon Nov 14 1748 p1 Boston Aug 1
Report re appearance of a large party of "the enemy" near Schenectady ambushing some of the inhabitants of the town. A force of English soldiers and Indians sent after them.

Also disturbances by Indians at Fort Massachusetts.

Philadelphia, Jul 28 (p1) Treaty with various Indian Nations has held.

Mon Dec 12 1748 p3 New York Oct 10
By a vessel arrived here from Cape Fare... Account of Spanish privateering activity there, landing at Brunswick which they plundered. The inhabitants, led by one Captain Dry, surprised them and take prisoners, blow up the ship.

1 inhabitant of Cape Fare missing.